SGTB Khalsa College
University of Delhi

Recruitment of a Junior Research Fellow

Applications are invited for JRF position in the DST sponsored project on ‘Study of Surface Plasmons in Nano-composite Thin Films’ in Physics (Material Science) at SGTB Khalsa College, University of Delhi, New Delhi.

Eligibility for JRF: M.Sc. in Physics with 55% and above, preferably with Material Science/Solid State Physics. Preference will be given to CSIR-UGC JRF’s. Final year M.Sc. students are encouraged to apply.

Fellowship: JRF Rs 12,000 + Rs 3600 as HRA.

The selected applicants would be registered for Ph.D. under Dr P. Arun. Interested candidates may apply with their detailed CV providing information about his/her academic record, optional papers availed in M.Sc., research experience, if any. Submit your application preferably through e-mail to arunp92@physics.du.ac.in or by post latest by 25 July 2011 addressed to:

Dr P. Arun, Material Science Research Lab, SGTB Khalsa College, University of Delhi, New Delhi 110 007, India.

Department of Zoology,
University of Delhi
(DST-IRHPA Center for Excellence in Biological Rhythm Research)

Applications are invited for the following temporary posts in projects broadly on Biological Clock research in birds.

1. **One Scientist** in the DST IRHPA scheme till 31 December 2011 (extension sought). Emoluments in Pay band 3 (PB3) and as per DST rules. Ph.D. in an area of life science and expertise in cellular and molecular techniques. Research experience in project area will have preference.

2. **One JRF/SRF/RA** in a CSIR research project for three years. Qualifications and emoluments as per CSIR rules.

3. **One JRF** in a DST-CSI Cognitive Science project for three years. Qualifications and emoluments as per DST rules.

Apply on plain paper with your passport size photograph affixed and full academic details along with the copies of relevant certificates, and names and contact address of three referees by 30 July 2011, to Professor Vinod Kumar, Principal Investigator, Department of Zoology, University of Delhi, Delhi 110 007. Applications will be screened, and no TA/DA will be paid if called for the interview. An applicant from abroad may be considered in absentia. For any relevant query you may write to the e-mail ID: drvkumar11@gmail.com.